
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Jean Haines <jhaines6@me.com>              (The Jean Haines email to Thomas 
Date: Thu, Aug 13, 2015 at 11:26 PM                     concerning the BAR member Brett 
Subject: I cannot tell a lie, it was I . . .                     Redmayne-Titley’s tirade in the  
To: thomas deegan <wvfreestategov@gmail.com> three concluding emails below) 
 

Tom, it was I who brought the ‘lawyer’ on the call, and I am sorry I did so; it was an honest 
mistake.  As you will see below, he writes for some good people, and is a darned good writer. In the 
past I have published some of his things exclusively when, for instance, Press 
TV would not publish them - too controversial, etc. 
 
After not having heard from him for a while, he got in touch with me today, and I could see that 
maybe he might be helpful as a writer in spreading your story. When it came out that he was a 
lawyer, which I did know before the call, I just did not have the knowledge to know that he didn’t 
belong there, but as soon as you spoke up, I realized it.  I think his ego took a big hit - I suspect he’s 
used to doing the ‘telling’, etc. etc. and you weren’t the least little bit interested in him. . . thank God! 
 
PS. As I’m finishing this, a third email has come in . . . so very childish - and really quite sick. ! I will 
share it below as well. When I read this, I have to share how truly sorry I am and that I hope I 
haven’t made trouble for you. If there is anything at all I can to put a stop to this fellow, please let me 
know. I think a lot of what he says is actual B.S., but he has a really nasty streak that I don’t like . . . 
this third email seems like a temper tantrum lol 
 
Here is how I responded to his two emotional, ego-filled emails to me (see them below my response): 
 
Brett,          (The Jean Haines email to Brett Redmayne-Titley) 
 
Here is what I think happened, and you can take it or leave it. I don’t intend to discuss it with you — 
because your attitude at this point in time makes it impossible. Between the two of us, you see 
yourself as the only one who knows anything, and I don’t agree, but I do not see that you have any 
respect for anyone’s knowledge but your own. 
 
You have stood on your authority as a lawyer - and a dammed good one for years, but Tom didn’t 
buy into that fact. I think you were really shocked: You thought to be of help, and Tom in integrity 
wouldn’t/couldn't talk to you as an Agent of the Crown, something you evidently don’t understand. In 
fact, if you hadn’t gotten off the call so quickly — and you can listen to the call when it goes up 
tomorrow — you will find that I think he gave the statute, if that is the correct term, that clearly shows 
you are an Agent of the Crown, whether you know it or not, as were many of the signers of the 
Declaration.. 
 
Everything Tom is doing is public, and I would suggest you be very careful as you attempt to expose 
these men, because I think you will find you cannot do it, and that you expose yourself as having 
walked into something about which you clearly have very little knowledge. Research your efforts 
very, very carefully!  
 
You’re very emotional response to me was very telling. In your present state of mind, you may 
regard my words here as a warning, but they are not — not at all. I think it is merely a statement of 
fact. Facts should have no emotional basis, and that is the place from which I speak to you.  
 
 
~J :) 
 
 

https://www.startmail.com/email_compose?send_to=jhaines6%40me.com
https://www.startmail.com/email_compose?send_to=wvfreestategov%40gmail.com


Email ONE:    (WORLD CITIZEN Brett’s first email appropriately named email one) 
 
Thanks for letting me know about the W.VA case, but these people are beyond ignorant, they are 
willfully stupid. The only thing these guys have to offer anyone is a chance to take their weopons and 
"declaration of Independence" to the hills of their favorite desolate state and start ANOTHER militia. If 
that's the best this guy can come up with after 5 months in solitary, then he should stop wasting good 
people's time and learn to read. As I suspected, complete amatures who offer nothing more than 
insurrection as the change they demand. I imagine this guy wants to be the leader, too. This maybe 
the worst example of activism I have had to bare and that's really saying something.Jean, the work 
you do with your blog is far better at changing the world than anything these delusional gun nuts will 
ever do.They live in a fanstasy world. No wonder Oath Keeper's won't return their call.Cheers!! B.R-T. 
  
BRETT REDMAYNE-TITLEY 
Columnist: PRESS TV/IRAN 
Journalist / Photographer 
World Citizen 

 
Writer & Contributor To: Veterans Today; 
Western Journalism; Intellihub; 
Shift Frequency;Fars News Agency; 
Blacklisted News; Before It's News; 
Common Dreams; Activist Post. 
 
Archive:occupeyes.us 
 
Email TWO:   (WORLD CITIZEN Brett’s second email – more of the same) 
  
These guys are no better than main stream media, in that they are lying to get supporters for their 
cause.They act as if they did not know that Government entities are incorporated.And they draw a 
criminal connection, that they fail to offer proof of? I'm sure, at this point, if I were to put on my 
journalist hat and focus on these three, I would discover that these are similar liars and manipulators 
as the politicians they refuse to honor. I believe that is still called hypocrisy.Anyway, thanks for 
bringing these to my attention as I have been working on a piece," How Activism is Ruining the 
World." This would be a case in point, and I intend to bring these nuckleheads to the attention of 
GOOD people. These three are ruining the chances for positive change by allowing government and 
media to use their militancy to negate true, unselfish activism. They are shameful humans. Worse 
they are selfish. Far worse they are fools!! B.R-T. 
  
BRETT REDMAYNE-TITLEY 
Columnist: PRESS TV/IRAN 
Journalist / Photographer 
World Citizen 

http://w.va/
http://occupeyes.us/


 
 
Writer & Contributor To: Veterans Today; 
Western Journalism; Intellihub; 
Shift Frequency;Fars News Agency; 
Blacklisted News; Before It's News; 
Common Dreams; Activist Post. 
 
Archive:occupeyes.us 
 
 
(This is Brett’s third and concluding email. The three emails speak volumes. Notice that 
Brett’s emails conclude with the corporate “BRETT REDMAYNE-TITLEY” )  
Hey Jack, he’s a WORLD CITIZEN and not welcome in this neck of the woods! 
 
However, ignorance can be cured.  If Brett does some digging, as a good journalist should, 
he will find out that we are not the backwoods hicks that he assumes.  The three of us are 
qualified and have each paid a price for finding truth and to the best of our abilities, living our 
convictions.  Brett may even want to leave the BAR, communicate with us, and help in a 
worthy cause. 
With no apologies,  Phil Hudok 
 
 
Yes, some facts would be nice, but that's not what one gets from amatures and fools. These guys 
are not even good liars. I'm surprised you were taken in by their nonsense. I'm sure the Gov't has 
much better things to do than pursue folks who are of so little threat. This guy did not even have a 
fundamental knowledge of the Federalist papers, much less who authored the D.I. You must have 
noticed that their CLAIM to winning "something" in court was a bold faced lie, since they have no 
documents to prove it, and hate courts and lawyers, so they must have won their case at their 
kitchen table while polishing their guns. 
 
Yes, I do think I know a hell of a lot and have a huge resume of published articles to prove it. In 
writing them I used something very rare these days, facts... not deliberate distortions. Only the worst 
journalist would give any credence at all to such blatant B.S. "Agent of the Crown?" Ridiculous, self-
serving excuse for having no factual grasp. As far as trying to scare me into submission about these 
three's influence , I could not be less scared. BTW: If not for your assurances of their validity I would 
not have joined their phone call, so pleawe be more careful about vouching for miscreants and want-
to-be leaders in the future. I have made a career out of feasting on Idiots like these three and 
exposing them for what they really are. They don't have the balls to be out in public, because then 
they have to answer intelligent questions that they have no understanding of at all. As long as they 
stay away from the light of truth they can live in the delusion that they are powerful. In reality they 
are just puny little men with no hope. I say to them, "Bring it on!!" I look forward to proving to you and 
to them how fraudulent are their documents and therefore their morals. These guys are a joke and 

http://occupeyes.us/


America deserves a good laugh at their expense. Have they asked you for money yet? 
 
Despite today's waste of effort is was, however, very nice to speak with you. You do good work 
using facts and your blog is a useful tool for change. Too bad, others have so little grasp about what 
change is actually all about. I look forward to serving notice of this in my next article. I'll send one to 
you and a copy to the three wise men in the hills of W. VA. Then we can find out if they can put their 
mouths were their minds are. Disgusting!!!B.R-T. 
 
BRETT REDMAYNE-TITLEY                          
Columnist: PRESS TV/IRAN  
Journalist / Photographer 
World Citizen 

 
Writer & Contributor To: Veterans Today; 
Western Journalism; Intellihub;   
Shift Frequency;Fars News Agency; 
Blacklisted News; Before It's News; 
Common Dreams; Activist Post.  
 
Archive:occupeyes.us 
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